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L O N G  L I V E  T H E  S P I K E Y

Curiosity. Exploration. Experimentation. Creation. Without these

values, we wouldn’t be Slingshot.

With these artistic endeavors, we find the beauty in the creation

itself. It’s why we wake up in the morning knowing that we have the

best jobs in the world. Working with talented artists, engineers

and friends is the very central structure for how we choose to find

happiness. For us and our team, it’s about enjoying life. The process

is so much of the enjoyment- doing it and being fully immersed in

the sports we love. Our goals and our passions don’t end there.

Ultimately, our efforts are for you, the riders that we haven’t met. 

The friend across the pond, the everyday shredder, the 8-year-old 

girl, and the 75-year-old man. Without you, we wouldn’t be us. Sharing 

ourart, our passion, our hard work and our products with you is when

the magic happens. We are looking to share that moment of your

first ride upwind, your first jump, your first foiling glide and, lastly,

that post session smile.

We learned a long time ago that we aren’t going to do it like anyone

else. We don’t want to. We are going to do it our way. If you look

at the list of riders, achievements and innovations that have come

from our way of thinking, why would we? From the first barrels on

kites, the first megaloops, and now the first 1080s, we have been

a driving force behind it all. That was just us being drawn intrinsically 

to likeminded people- to people who didn’t have a tribe until they 

found one with us. They had outlandish ideas and crazy dreams. We 

simply gave them a platform to achieve them. 

These dreams, goals and that passion and curiosity are deep in 

theheart of each and every kiteboarder. You have to invest in it; you 

have to learn; you have stick it out and figure it out. You never stop, 

you never just end there. You are constantly learning and working, 

just like us. Behind the gear, behind the art, behind the team, there 

liesjust one thing. The desire to let our minds and bodies roam





K I T E S  +  B A R S

“What’s amazing about kites is how much more we can still do with 

them. They’re so adaptable, expansive, and refined. They continuously 

rewrite the possibilites in how, what, and where we ride. Where will 

they take us next?”

 - Jeff Logosz





+  The ultimate utility player- one kite for all conditions

+   Worry-free relaunch, wide range and great depower 

+   Solid crossover surf performance 

+   Forgiving, safe and stable- great for user-friendly progression 

+   Lofty airs, fun freeride performance

+   Extensive black layout prevents UV damage

R A L L Y
SKU# 18130

ALL-AROUND  
FREERIDE PERFORMANCE

SIZES:

5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11 / 12 / 14 M

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  RALLY KITE  

+  RALLY KITE BACKPACK 

+  BLADDER REPAIR KIT 

+  QUICK-START GUIDE

RALLY HIGHLIGHTS RALLY PERFORMANCE

RALLY RIDER PROFILE

Easily one of the most versatile kites ever produced, the Rally covers all categories of riding. It has been 

fine-tuned over the years to become the one kite that can do everything well. Entry-level riders progress 

faster, with less frustration and intimidation thanks to the Rally’s effortless relaunch, safe depower and 

stable handling. Experienced riders love the Rally’s big wind range, upwind drive, lofty airs and high-end 

cross-over surf performance. Whether you’re traveling and can’t bring your garage full of gear, or you’re on 

a budget and can’t afford to buy every kite in our lineup, the Rally is the one shape that will deliver the most 

well-rounded performance for your buck.   

The Rally features a Delta-C shape, tapered wingtips and fine-tuned three-point bridle system. 

This design yields more depower and a wider wind range than more traditional shapes and makes 

relaunching as easy as a gently pull on one end of the bar. Tapered wingtip provides a tight pivot 

radius for fast steering and mellow, predictable loops. For jumping, the Rally’s hybrid delta shape 

provides long, lofty airs that are great for staying under control and landing gently regardless of how 

high you go. For wave riding and foiling, the Rally’s feathery downwind drift makes the Rally the ideal 

cross-over performer, while on the opposite spectrum it also unhooks relatively well for cross-over 

freestyle/wakestyle. 



R A L L Y  D E T A I L S
The Rally is the ultimate utility player. Whether you’re facing gnarly, gusty wind, massive waves, or the 

entry-level challenges of learning to body drag, board start and relaunch successfully, the Rally inspires 

the confidence of knowing you’ll always have the right kite for the conditions. 

RALLY BRIDLE CONFIGURATION
The Rally features a compact-direct connect pulley-less bridle with three connection points (per side) on the 

leading edge and a single connection on the wingtips. This configuration is engineered to give the Rally its 

renowned range and depower, turning speed, easy of relaunch and unrivaled upwind performance. For customized 

performance, the Rally’s wingtip bridle can be connected at three different points, which allows for tuning of bar 

pressure, kite feedback and steering speed. 

OPEN DELTA C 
Blends the proven C-kite performance characteristics like power, stability, edging, control and direct feel with 

the additional advancements of an innovative Delta shape to deliver faster turns, improved aerodynamics and 

increased rigidity with more stability.

KITE SIZE WINDRANGE (KN) BAR SIZE

5 M 19 — 40+ 17” or 20”

9 M 13 — 30 20”

6 M 17 — 37 17” or 20”

10 M 11 — 27 20”

7 M 16 — 35 17” or 20”

11 M 10 — 25 20”

8 M 14 — 33 17” or 20”

12 M 10 — 22 20”

14 M 9 — 19 23” or 20”

1

2

UPWIND ABILITY
10

LOW-END POWER

RELAUNCH SURF PERFORMANCE

DEPOWER DOWNWIND DRIFT

BOOST POWERED LOOPS
5

HANGTIME UNHOOKED POP

10

10

9

9

9

8

8

5

* BASED ON 175 LBS - 80 KG RIDER



+   Superior surf and foil performance

+   Drifts like a dream

+   Direct feel, instant response, no tangling w/ compact IRS bridle

+   Reinforced surf-tough construction built to take a tumbling

+   Responsive steering, even when sheeted out or drifting downwind

 +  Condensed IRS bridle won’t wrap around wingtips

+   Extensive black layout prevents UV damage

S S T
SKU# 18140

DEDICATED SURF /
FREERIDE FOILING

SIZES:

4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 12 M

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  SST KITE 

+  SST KITE BACKPACK 

+  IRS BUNGEE REPLACEMENT 

+  BLADDER REPAIR KIT 

+  QUICK-START GUIDE

SST HIGHLIGHTS SST PERFORMANCE

SST RIDER PROFILE

If you’d rather pee in your winter wetsuit than cut short a good surf session, the SST is your kite. Legendary 

Slingshot designer, longtime surfer and foiling fanatic, Tony Logosz, designed the SST as his ultimate kite, 

and he has flown it exclusively since it launched three years ago. For foilers and dedicated wave riders who 

favor downwind drift and feather-light control above all else, it’s a no-brainer. For cross-over riders, the SST 

is a great choice if you frequently use a directional (surf board), enjoy downwinders or want a playful kite you 

can whip around without getting yanked off the water. 

The SST is fine-tuned to fly deeper in the window than most kites. This, combined with the kite’s shape 

and bridle setup, yields hero-level downwind drift and steering response even when tension on the 

lines is minimal. It’s the park-and-ride performance that you dream about. It pulls you into position, 

drifts with you like a shadow, then re-engages at the flick of a wrist. To better hold up to the surf, the 

SST features reinforced surf-tough canopy paneling designed to take a beating if it goes through the 

wash and a condensed version of our IRS bungee that cannot get wrapped around the wingtips.



The SST lets you forget about your kite and focus on the waves. Think tow-in surfing: It delivers precision 

power and performance when you need it, and a feather-light feel and fairytale drift when you tuck into waves 

and want the kite to disappear. These same characteristics also make the SST a perfect choice for freeride 

foiling, when you need full feedback and responsive steering even when you’re depowered, sheeted out and 

riding toward your kite. 

SST BRIDLE CONFIGURATION
The SST features a condensed version of Slingshot’s unique shock-absorbing Intuitive Response System (IRS) 

bridle. This revolutionary bridle replaces pulleys with bungee line segments that expand and contract to keep 

proper tension as the kite travels through the window. This results in faster turning, more direct feedback and 

instant response. The condensed bridle won’t get tangled or wrapped around wingtips if tumbled in the surf.

COMPACT-C 
Blends the proven C kite performance characteristics like power, stability, edging, control and direct feel with the 

additional advancements of an innovative compact wave shape to deliver faster turns, improved aerodynamics, 

increased rigidity with more stabilitys and a feather lite feel, capable of flying further forward in the wind window. 

KITE SIZE WINDRANGE (KN) BAR SIZE

4 M 29 — 40+ 17” or 20”

8 M 19 — 31 20”

5 M 27 — 38 17” or 20”

9 M 17 — 28 20”

6 M 24 — 36 17” or 20”

10 M 15 — 26 20”

7 M 22 — 33 17” or 20”

12 M 9 — 21 20” or 23”

1

2

SURF PERFORMANCE
10

BOOST

DOWNWIND DRIFT LOW-END POWER

RELAUNCH HANGTIME

UPWIND ABILITY UNHOOKED POP

DEPOWER POWERED LOOPS

10

10

6

8

8 4

5

* BASED ON 175 LBS - 80 KG RIDER

S S T  D E T A I L S

6

5



+   Unbridled C-kite power and performance

+   The original Megaloop master

+   Fine-tuned for freestyle/wakestyle and big air 

+   Unrivaled unhooked control with zero backstalling 

+   Bomber Slingshot construction built to take a beating 

+   Extensive black layout prevents UV damage

FUEL HIGHLIGHTS FUEL PERFORMANCE

FUEL RIDER PROFILE

The Fuel is best suited for intermediate to advanced (or aggressive entry-level) kiters who ride hard, like to 

be powered-up and are mainly focused on freestyle and wakestyle. This is a specialty kite at the top of its 

class in power delivery, unhooked performance and high-flying freestyle. If nailing new tricks, mastering 

kickers and sliders, winning jump-offs with your friends and pulling fighter-pilot G’s on your kiteloops is your 

cup of tea, the Fuel is for you. 

The Fuel’s Traditional-C profile and wide, squared-off wingtips deliver powerful performance, the best 

(and backstall-free) unhooked handling of any shape in the industry and gut-checking loops that 

travel deep through the window. Relaunching is made surprisingly easy by refined leading edge and 

wingtip geometry. Although tuned for freestyle-centric riding, the Fuel has respectable crossover 

performance. The Fuel was the foundation from which countless other kites were designed, and over 

the years it has been the catalyst that launched many of the world’s best riders into their careers.

F U E L
SKU# 18100

AGGRESSIVE WAKESTYLE/FREESTYLE

SIZES:

7 / 9 / 11 / 13 M

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  FUEL KITE 

+  FUEL KITE BACKPACK 

+  BLADDER REPAIR KIT 

+  QUICK-START GUIDE



This legendary C-kite will yank you out of your board shorts if they’re not tied tight enough. The original 

instigator of the Mega-Loop, the Fuel is the influential kite that lit the fire for the entire “King of the Air” 

movement. Riders who choose the Fuel choose it for good reason- it’s hands down (and shorts down) one of 

the most explosive, adrenaline-pumping kites ever produced. 

FUEL BRIDLE CONFIGURATION
We’ve brought back the classic four-line configuration for the 2018 Fuel, eliminating the optional Nitrous bridle 

system that was included with the 2016-16 Fuel and adding a leading edge attachment point for riders who prefer 

a fifth-line setup.

TRADITIONAL-C 
The original shape that started it all. The foundation of our entire kite line, the Traditional-C provides consistent 

grunt and stability through the power stroke. This shape is also designed to boost, loop and predictably recover.

KITE SIZE WINDRANGE (KN) BAR SIZE

7 M 21 — 35+ 17” or 20”

9 M 17 — 28 17” or 20”

11 M 13 — 24 20”

13 M 10 — 20 20”

1
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2

BOOST
10

DEPOWER

POWERED LOOPS SURF PERFORMANCE

UNHOOKED POP DOWNWIND DRIFT

HANGTIME UPWIND ABILITY

RELAUNCH LOW-END POWER
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1
F U E L  D E T A I L S



+   State of the art feel and control

+   High aspect speed/touring and freedom finder 

+   Crushes upwind angles and light wind minimums of LEI kites 

+   Extreme angles and efficiency gives kiteboarders a new experience 

+   Closed cell design assists in water relaunch 

+   Compatible with our normal four-line kite bar

+   Designed in collaboration with the legendary foil designers at Elf Kites

PHANTOM FREEWING HIGHLIGHTS PHANTOM FREEWING PERFORMANCE

PHANTOM FREEWING RIDER PROFILE

You need to be a curious adventurer who loves experimentation and wants to discover new possibilities.  Not 

optimize what has been discovered.  That’s a long and nice way to say you don’t have to be a racer to love 

what this kite can do for you.  The Phantom is for those who already know a thing or two about flying kites 

and are ready to commit to a whole new level of feelings and sensations. The Phantom is a high aspect kite 

designed for speed, extreme upwind angles and ultimate light wind efficiency…insert cheesy voice over. 

Hyperbole.   Let’s be real.  The kite does all that for sure,  but what you do with it is more important that what 

we say it does.

Double surface design for double the adventure . For anyt addicted hydro-foilers and efficiency 

pioneers, that want to explore new possibilities with a kite.  As your skills evolve and you become an 

expert in angles and efficiency, you’ll eventually hit a wall with the limits of your LEI kite. It’s literally 

a drag. Combine the Phantom with your hydrofoil and your world on the water will never be the same. 

Discover new upwind angles, speeds, light wind minimums, hangtime and overall efficiencies. Sessions 

you would have written off are now completely rewritten.

P H A N T O M  F R E E W I N G
SKU# 18190

HIGH ASPECT FOIL DESIGN
WITH AUTOMATIC CAMBER ADJUST DESIGN

SIZES:

11 / 15 / 18M

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  PHANTOM FREEWING KITE 

+  PHANTOM FREEWING KITE BACKPACK 

+  QUICK-START GUIDE

INSIDE GRAPHIC

OUTSIDE GRAPHIC



KITE SIZE WINDRANGE (KN) BAR SIZE

11 M 9 — 18 20”

15 M 7 — 15 20”

18 M 6 — 12 20”

BOOST
10

DEPOWER

TOURING / UPWIND ABILITY DOWNIND TRACKING

LIGHTWIND ABILITY RANGE

HANGTIME RELAUNCH

10

10 6

6

8 5

10

Tony Logosz collaborated with the designers at Elf kites to insure the Phantom has all the bells and whistles. 

As a result, It’s awesomeness is awesome.   The Phantom comes with automatic camber adjustment that 

is controlled with the stroke of the bar.  It offers advanced manufacturing techniques to insure each rib 

(cell) can take it’s own load and then some.  It is designed to fly with any of our simple  four-line kite bars (20 

meter lines are ideal). It has a closed cell design that lets air in along the leading edge to “inflate” the kite 

and traps it in in the foil chambers. This also impedes water if you happen to drop it.  Water launch is reliable, 

but if you’re worried about it, it’s probably not a kite for you.  Bridles on the Phantom are thicker and stronger 

to eliminate the constant pain in the ass tuning process required with less stout lines.

P H A N T O M  F R E E W I N G  D E T A I L S







+   Ride hard, ride w/ complete confidence w/ the strongest & longest  
     lasting lines available: no hassle, no stretch, USA made

+   Huge depower, maximum throw, easy-reach depower below the bar  

+   Improved visibility w/ zero clutter above the bar   

+   Worry-free riding w/ intuitive safety release & easy reset

+   No-nonsense interface: rugged grip, streamlined floats,  
     functional depower Knob, dual oh-shit handles, auto-swivel

C O M P S T I C K
G U A R D I A N
SKU# 17382

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
BELOW-THE-BAR TRIM

SIZES:

17” BAR  X  20 M LINES 

20” BAR  X  20 M LINES ( + 3 M EXTENSIONS ) 

23” BAR  X  27 M LINES

COMPSTICK GUARDIAN HIGHLIGHTS COMPSTICK GUARDIAN PERFORMANCE

COMPSTICK GUARDIAN RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the Compstick Guardian if you want ultimate control and confidence, the Compstick’s intuitive and 

streamlined below-the-bar depower and safety is unrivaled by any other bar on the market.

Slingshot riders trust the Compstick Guardian setup for its simplistic design, bomber construction and easy-

access below-the-bar depower system. With the Guardian, the trim cleat is located just above the chicken 

loop and is integrated into the safety release mechanism. The result is a streamline system that removes 

eye-level components, placing them within easy reach below the bar and allowing for more throw above the 

bar. 



C O M P S T I C K  G U A R D I A N  D E T A I L S

BAR SIZE LINE LENGTH

17” 

20” 

23”

20 M  LINES

20 M  LINES  +  3 M EXTENSION

27 M  LINES

COMPATIBILTY W/ OTHER BRANDS4 - 7M 8 - 13M 14M + GUARDIAN SAFETY

 20” BAR X 20 M LINES  W/  3-METER LINE EXTENSIONS:  

The 2018 Compstick returns in 17, 20 and 23-inch bar options. The 17-inch bar comes stock with 20 meter lines 

and is recommended only for small kites (usually 4-7meters). The 23-inch bar comes stock with 27 meter lines and 

is recommended for larger kites (usually 13-17meters). Back again for 2018, our universal 20-inch bar, which can be 

used with any kite we produce, will now come with 20-meter lines installed and 3-meter extensions in the box. This 

gives riders the ability to choose between two different line lengths. For easier launching, faster turning and more 

responsive handling, the 20-meter lines are ideal, while the extensions will provide added power, low-end range 

and higher jumping. 

SLINGSHOT LEGENDARY KITE LINES  

High performance, high quality lines are an underrated piece of equipment in kiteboarding.  When it comes to 

safety and durability, we don’t mess around. That is why we use the thickest flying lines in kiteboarding. The 

industry standard is 500lb test. We use special high-tenacity 800lb test flying lines, manufactured in the USA, 

exclusively for Slingshot. When your life is literally on the line, don’t settle for less than the best.  

THE TALON  

The Talon is a Slingshot- specific component that replaces the chicken loop with a much smaller stainless steel 

clasp. This bring the bar several inches closer to your waist, which in turn gives you several inches more throw 

and reach above the bar. Combined with Ride Engine’s sliding rope spreader bar, this setup gives you the ultimate 

freedom of movement, range of motion and kite control. In addition to the added performance the Talon will 

provide you with the utmost confidence against unwanted unhooking.

1

2

3

3

( SOLD SEPERATELY )



+   Ride hard, ride w/ complete confidence w/ the strongest & longest  
     lasting lines available: no hassle, no stretch, USA made

+   Huge depower: reliable safety release

+   Worry-free riding w/ intuitive safety release & easy reset

+   No-nonsense interface: rugged grip, streamlined floats,  
     functional depower knob, dual oh-shit handles, auto-swivel

COMPSTICK SENTINEL HIGHLIGHTS COMPSTICK SENTINEL PERFORMANCE

COMPSTICK SENTINEL RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the Compstick Sentinel if you want ultimate control and confidence, the Compstick’s intuitive and 

streamlined above-the-bar depower and safety is unrivaled by any other bar on the market.

Our Sentinel system is designed for riders who like the Compstick’s simplistic and rugged design but prefer 

an above-the-bar location of the depower rope. The Sentinel features an adjustable trim cleat above the 

bar, a swiveling safety mechanism below the bar and all the other features that have made the Compstick 

Sentinel the trusted choice for riders around the world, year after year. 

SKU# 17383

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
ABOVE-THE-BAR TRIM

SIZES:

17” BAR  X  20 M LINES 

20” BAR  X  20 M LINES ( + 3 M EXTENSIONS ) 

23” BAR  X  27 M LINES

C O M P S T I C K
S E N T I N A L



BAR SIZE LINE LENGTH

17” 

20” 

23”

20 M  LINES

20 M  LINES  +  3 M EXTENSION

27 M  LINES

COMPATIBILTY W/ OTHER BRANDS4 - 7M 8 - 13M 14M + SENTINEL SAFETY

 20” BAR X 20 M LINES  W/  3-METER LINE EXTENSIONS:  

The 2018 Compstick returns in 17, 20 and 23-inch bar options. The 17-inch bar comes stock with 20 meter lines 

and is recommended only for small kites (usually 4-7meters). The 23-inch bar comes stock with 27 meter lines and 

is recommended for larger kites (usually 13-17meters). Back again for 2018, our universal 20-inch bar, which can be 

used with any kite we produce, will now come with 20-meter lines installed and 3-meter extensions in the box. This 

gives riders the ability to choose between two different line lengths. For easier launching, faster turning and more 

responsive handling, the 20-meter lines are ideal, while the extensions will provide added power, low-end range 

and higher jumping. 

SLINGSHOT LEGENDARY KITE LINES  

High performance, high quality lines are an underrated piece of equipment in kiteboarding.  When it comes to 

safety and durability, we don’t mess around. That is why we use the thickest flying lines in kiteboarding. The 

industry standard is 500lb test. We use special high-tenacity 800lb test flying lines, manufactured in the USA, 

exclusively for Slingshot. When your life is literally on the line, don’t settle for less than the best.  

THE TALON  

The Talon is a Slingshot- specific component that replaces the chicken loop with a much smaller stainless steel 

clasp. This bring the bar several inches closer to your waist, which in turn gives you several inches more throw 

and reach above the bar. Combined with Ride Engine’s sliding rope spreader bar, this setup gives you the ultimate 

freedom of movement, range of motion and kite control. In addition to the added performance the Talon will 

provide you with the utmost confidence against unwanted unhooking.

1

2

C O M P S T I C K  S E N T I N A L  D E T A I L S

3

3

( SOLD SEPERATELY )



+   Chicken loop replacement designed for Ride Engine sliding rope 

spreader bars

+   Brings bar closer to your core 

+   Allows for more throw and depower

+   The ultimate setup for surf and hooked-in focused riders

+   Compatible with all Slingshot bars 2014 to current

TALON HIGHLIGHTS TALON PERFORMANCE

For dedicated wave riding and hooked-in riding, the standard chicken loop is a clumsy component that 

creates distance between your core and the bar and limits your throw and depower. The Talon is a Slingshot-

specific component that replaces the chicken loop with a much smaller stainless steel clasp. This bring the 

bar several inches closer to your waist, which in turn gives you several inches more throw and reach above 

the bar. Combined with Ride Engine’s sliding rope spreader bar, this setup gives you the ultimate freedom of 

movement, range of motion and kite control. In addition to the added performance the Talon will provide you 

with the utmost confidence against unwanted unhooking. 

SKU# 18385

CHICKEN LOOP REPLACEMENT

T H E  T A L O N

BAR COMPATIBILITY:

COMPSTICK GUARDIAN (2014 + NEWER) - ALL SIZES 

COMPSTICK SENTINAL - ALL SIZES

TALON SENTINAL TALON GUARDIAN







T W I N  T I P S

“We were mad scientists of weird boards and weird shapes, human 

CNC machines. Every once in a while we’d find something that really 

worked.. It has come such a long way, but at the same time... nothing 

has changed.”

 - Tony Logosz



R E F R A C T I O N

Slingshot team rider Sam Light is a globetrotting master of all 

conditions, and he designed his signature pro model to be the only 

board he needs, no matter where he’s going. Whether he’s competing 

for the coveted Triple-S crown (which he has won four years straight), 

Megalooping in South Africa, freeriding in the nuclear winds of Hood 

River or cruising the cable park on a windless day, the Refraction is

Sam’s Swiss Army Knife.



+  Built for competition-level kicker, slider and wakestyle riding

+  Extra thick Durasurf base can take a major beating

+  Medium rocker, stiff flex dialed for hard-charging riders 

+  Solid crossover cable park board 

+  Tip and tail channels allow smooth pressing and clean release

+  Lively and durable wood-core construction with urethane rails

R E F R A C T I O N
D E T A I L S
SKU# 18230

WAKESTYLE, PARK 
KICKER UTILITY TOOL

SIZES:

135 CM  /  41.6 CM 

139 CM  /  42.4 CM 

143 CM  /  44.3 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  REFRACTION BOARD 

+  4 — .75” X 6” ( 1.9 x 15.2 CM ) WAKESTYLE FINS 

+  GRAB HANDLE

REFRACTION HIGHLIGHTS REFRACTION PERFORMANCE

REFRACTION RIDER PROFILE

You don’t have to be on par with Sam’s unmistakable style to appreciate the Refraction, but it is best suited 

for intermediate to advanced riders who at least occasionally encounter kickers, sliders, rails or other 

features. The upgraded Durasurf base adds a ton of durability, but that comes with a little extra weight that 

you may not need. Also by far the best choice if you want a board that works as well in the cable parks as it 

does in the open water.

The Refraction is a solid all-around board designed to shred every condition on the planet, and take a major 

beating in the process. With a versatile rocker profile, it can hold its own in chop, swell and rough conditions, 

as well as flat water freestyle. The rocker and tip/tail shape yield great load and pop, big airs and cushy 

landings, while the inverted tip and tail profile prevents catching an edge during presses. The Refraction 

comes with wake fins for a more freestyle/wakestyle feel, but can easily be changed to standard fins for 

more grip and upwind drive.



Owning the right twin tip can change your entire kiteboarding experience. In an industry where it’s 

often difficult to decipher the difference from one board to another, Slingshot has taken the opposite 

approach. In this 2018 lineup, you’ll see a diverse selection of boards, each distinctly designed for 

different riding styles and performance features. Whether you’re a high-flying freestyle fanatic, an 

upwind master or a mellow weekend warrior, we’ve got the right board for you. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Slingshot twin tips are hand crafted out of all wood cores. We use sustainably grown Paulownia, which gives the 

lively, springy character that Slingshot boards are famous for. Our vertically laminated construction harnesses the 

collect strength of the wood’s grain and provides strength, durability and consistent flex over the life of the board.

As an added layer of protection, we finish every board with a full urethane rail to protect from inevitable mishaps 

and impacts with hard objects. We’ve added vibrant urethan colors give the visual pop distinct to Slingshot.

CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

One of many Slingshot innovations, our carbon-reinforced inserts have proven to be the lightest, strongest and 

most flexible we’ve seen yet. These new inserts, introduced on our 2017 lineup, reduce overall board weight, 

increase pull strength and allow for a more consistent flex under foot.

BASE LAYUPS 

A proper base thickness is an important detail in selecting the board that’s best for you, and we offer something 

for everyone in our 2018 lineup. A thick layup will give more durability for kickers, sliders, rails and other hard 

objects, while a thinner layup means less overall weight.

Layups are as follows: Refraction (Sam Light pro) - .7mm DuraSurf base; Asylum, Karolin Pro, Misfit - .4mm standard 

base

1

2

3

LENGTH

135 CM 41.6 CM  /  33.5 CM (T/T) 50 MM 110 — 165  LBS 6.4  LBS 0.7 MM DURA-GLIDE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) SYMMETRICAL WAKESTYLE FIN

139 CM 42.4 CM  /  34.1 CM (T/T) 52 MM 130 — 195  LBS 7.1  LBS 0.7 MM DURA-GLIDE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) SYMMETRICAL WAKESTYLE FIN

143 CM 44.3 CM  /  35.2 CM (T/T) 54 MM 145 LBS + 8  LBS 0.7 MM DURA-GLIDE 4 —.75” X 6” ( 1.9 X 15.2 CM ) SYMMETRICAL WAKESTYLE FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

FLEX
SOFT STIFF

POP
MORELESS

UPWIND DRIVE
MORELESS

PERFORMANCE
WAKESTYLEFREERIDE

RIDER PROFILE
AGGRESSIVECASUAL

R E F R A C T I O N  D E T A I L S  C O N T .





K A R O L I N A  P R O

Slingshot team rider Karolina Winkowska is in a class of her own. 

Friendly but fiercely competitive, humble but incredibly talented, 

Karolina is a true ambassador for female athletes around the 

world. As a two-time world freestyle champion and 2016 Kite Park 

League champion, Karolina needs a board that can stand up to the 

high-performance demands and varying conditions of her epic kite 

lifestyle. The Karolina Pro is exactly that.



+  High-performance board for female riders

+  Signature model for World Champion Karolina Winkowska

+  Great load and pop, soft landings

+  Lively and durable wood core construction

+   Tip and tail channels allow smooth pressing and clean release

+  Solid crossover cable park board

KAROLINA PRO HIGHLIGHTS KAROLINA PRO PERFORMANCE

KAROLINA PRO RIDER PROFILE

Although proven capable of winning world titles, you don’t have to be a competitive freestyle rider to love the 

Karolina Pro. With moderate rocker (less than a dedicated freestyle board), the KP can be classified as an 

all-around board that excels in a variety of conditions. If you’re a motivated female kiter who rides hard and 

wants a bomber board that won’t hold you back, the Karolina Pro is for you. 

The Karolina Pro delivers great pop and cushy landings thanks to a progressive rocker profile, subtle V-spine 

and lively wood core construction. With a versatile rocker profile, it can hold its own in chop, swell and rough 

conditions, as well as flat water freestyle. The tip and tail feature upturned edges designed to prevent 

catching an edge while pressing on rails, kicker and sliders, making the KP a great crossover board for the 

cable parks.

SKU# 18222

FEMALE FOCUSED 
FREESTYLE / FREERIDE

SIZES:

135 CM  /  41.6 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  KAROLINA PRO BOARD 

+  4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) KITE FINS 

+  GRAB HANDLE

K A R O L I N A  P R O
D E T A I L S



Owning the right twin tip can change your entire kiteboarding experience. In an industry where it’s 

often difficult to decipher the difference from one board to another, Slingshot has taken the opposite 

approach. In this 2018 lineup, you’ll see a diverse selection of boards, each distinctly designed for 

different riding styles and performance features. Whether you’re a high-flying freestyle fanatic, an 

upwind master or a mellow weekend warrior, we’ve got the right board for you. 

1

2

3

K A R O L I N A  P R O  D E T A I L S  C O N T .

LENGTH

135 CM 41.6 CM  /  33.5 CM (T/T) 50 MM 110 — 165  LBS 6.4  LBS .2 MM STANDARD 4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) SYMMETRICAL G-10 FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

FLEX
SOFT STIFF

POP
MORELESS

UPWIND DRIVE
MORELESS

PERFORMANCE
WAKESTYLEFREERIDE

RIDER PROFILE
AGGRESSIVECASUAL

CONSTRUCTION 

Slingshot twin tips are hand crafted out of all wood cores. We use sustainably grown Paulownia, which gives the 

lively, springy character that Slingshot boards are famous for. Our vertically laminated construction harnesses the 

collect strength of the wood’s grain and provides strength, durability and consistent flex over the life of the board.

As an added layer of protection, we finish every board with a full urethane rail to protect from inevitable mishaps 

and impacts with hard objects. We’ve added vibrant urethan colors give the visual pop distinct to Slingshot.

CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

One of many Slingshot innovations, our carbon-reinforced inserts have proven to be the lightest, strongest and 

most flexible we’ve seen yet. These new inserts, introduced on our 2017 lineup, reduce overall board weight, 

increase pull strength and allow for a more consistent flex under foot.

BASE LAYUPS 

A proper base thickness is an important detail in selecting the board that’s best for you, and we offer something 

for everyone in our 2018 lineup. A thick layup will give more durability for kickers, sliders, rails and other hard 

objects, while a thinner layup means less overall weight.

Layups are as follows: Refraction (Sam Light pro) - .7mm DuraSurf base; Asylum, Karolin Pro, Misfit - .4mm standard 

base





A S Y L U M

You ride into darkness, taking pass after pass after pass in the 

glowing sunset until you nail that last trick just right. It’s not about 

impressing others, it’s about winning the battle with yourself. It’s 

the endless progression you love about kiteboarding, and with the 

Asylum underfoot you know you’ve got the best tool for the job,



+  High-performance freestyle and flatwater shredder 

+  Huge pop, soft landings 

+  Weapon of choice for 2016 World Champion Carlos Mario 

+  Aggressive channeling creates board speed and grip 

+  Lively and durable wood-core construction 

+  Universal M6 Hardware

A S Y L U M

ASYLUM HIGHLIGHTS ASYLUM PERFORMANCE

ASYLUM RIDER PROFILE

Dedicated freestyle/wakestyle riders who specifically want a high-rocker board designed for massive pop, 

soft landings and unrivaled flat water performance. This board will excel for any rider who is looking for 

maximum grip through turns and while loading up to boost. More grip means more power, which means 

more height and loft. The Asylum is built for the rider who knows no limits and wants no limits.

The weapon of choice for 2016 world champion Carlos Mario, the Asylum’s rocker profile and aggressive NACA 

channeling yields crazy amounts of pop, fast top-end speeds and soft landings. While a solid crossover board 

for general freeriding, the Asylum is better suited for aggressive riders who prefer plenty of power and are 

specifically looking for the freestyle-focused benefits that higher rocker provide. Aggressive NACA channeling 

improve edge control and pop and streamline water flow to increase board speed.

SKU# 18226

DEDICATED
FREESTYLE AND WAKESTYLE

SIZES:

134 CM  /  40.8 CM 

138 CM  /  42 CM 

141 CM  /  43.1 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  ASYLUM BOARD 

+  4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) KITE FINS 

+  GRAB HANDLE



Owning the right twin tip can change your entire kiteboarding experience. In an industry where it’s 

often difficult to decipher the difference from one board to another, Slingshot has taken the opposite 

approach. In this 2018 lineup, you’ll see a diverse selection of boards, each distinctly designed for 

different riding styles and performance features. Whether you’re a high-flying freestyle fanatic, an 

upwind master or a mellow weekend warrior, we’ve got the right board for you. 

1

2

3

A S Y L U M  D E T A I L S  C O N T .

LENGTH

134 CM 40.8 CM  /  34.4 CM (T/T) 43 MM 110 — 165  LBS 6.3  LBS 0.4 MM STANDARD 4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) SYMMETRICAL G-10 FIN

138 CM 42 CM  /  35.25 CM (T/T) 44 MM 130 — 195  LBS 6.6  LBS 0.4 MM STANDARD 4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) SYMMETRICAL G-10 FIN

141 CM 43.1 CM  /  35.8 CM (T/T) 45 MM 145 LBS + 7.1  LBS 0.4 MM STANDARD 4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) SYMMETRICAL G-10 FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

FLEX
SOFT STIFF

POP
MORELESS

UPWIND DRIVE
MORELESS

PERFORMANCE
WAKESTYLEFREERIDE

RIDER PROFILE
AGGRESSIVECASUAL

CONSTRUCTION 

Slingshot twin tips are hand crafted out of all wood cores. We use sustainably grown Paulownia, which gives the 

lively, springy character that Slingshot boards are famous for. Our vertically laminated construction harnesses the 

collect strength of the wood’s grain and provides strength, durability and consistent flex over the life of the board.

As an added layer of protection, we finish every board with a full urethane rail to protect from inevitable mishaps 

and impacts with hard objects. We’ve added vibrant urethan colors give the visual pop distinct to Slingshot.

CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

One of many Slingshot innovations, our carbon-reinforced inserts have proven to be the lightest, strongest and 

most flexible we’ve seen yet. These new inserts, introduced on our 2017 lineup, reduce overall board weight, 

increase pull strength and allow for a more consistent flex under foot.

BASE LAYUPS 

A proper base thickness is an important detail in selecting the board that’s best for you, and we offer something 

for everyone in our 2018 lineup. A thick layup will give more durability for kickers, sliders, rails and other hard 

objects, while a thinner layup means less overall weight.

Layups are as follows: Refraction (Sam Light pro) - .7mm DuraSurf base; Asylum, Karolin Pro, Misfit - .4mm standard 

base





M I S F I T  A I R  C O R E

Our engineers are always on the cutting edge of new material 

sciences. Discovering new materials and researching how they could 

be applicable to the sports we love is part of their day to day.  The 

Misfit is the latest beneficiary of this research and development.   

Inspired by the same ridiculously strong and lightweight material 

trusted in the best bike helmets on the market, the new Misfit Air 

Core features thermally welded Koroyd in the tip, tail and lengthwise 

underfoot. The result: A slightly lighter, more responsive board with 

the same strength and flex as a full wood core.



+  Slingshot’s updated legacy all-around twin tip

+  Best choice for entry level progression

+  Progress quickly & will not outgrow: get up & riding faster

+  Smooth, consistent flex w/ Carbon Bedrock Inserts

+  Flexible, durable, hand built wood-core construction

+  Universal M6 hardware

M I S F I T  A I R  C O R E  D E T A I L S
SKU# 18221

ALL-AROUND  
FREERIDE

SIZES: 

136 CM  /  40.5 CM 

142 CM  /  42 CM 

146 CM  /  43.5 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  MISFIT AIR CORE BOARD 

+  4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) KITE FINS 

+  GRAB HANDLE

MISFIT AIR CORE HIGHLIGHTS MISFIT AIR CORE PERFORMANCE

MISFIT AIR CORE RIDER PROFILE

You’re not worried about pushing the limits of the sport, or your body. You just want to get out and ride, carve 

upwind, cruise through chop, land a few jumps and enjoy kiteboarding’s amazing connection with the wind 

and water. If that’s you, the Misfit Air Core is your board. The Misfit Air Core features an all-around shape 

and rocker profile designed for a variety of conditions rather than specialized performance. It’s the perfect 

choice for entry-level riders who want a board they can progress with but won’t outgrow, or for experienced 

kiters who don’t plan on specializing in a specific discipline of the sport.

The Misfit Air Core features mild rocker, a relatively stiff flex and a bottom profile that favor upwind drive, 

plow-through-chop performance and all-around freeride handling. Laser-cut NACA channels give the Misfit 

contour in the tip and tail that help channel water to generate speed and grip. Although a competent 

freestyle crossover, the Misfit Air Core’s mild rocker means it’s better for all-around cruising and slashing 

than it is for sticking hard landings.



Owning the right twin tip can change your entire kiteboarding experience. In an industry where it’s 

often difficult to decipher the difference from one board to another, Slingshot has taken the opposite 

approach. In this 2018 lineup, you’ll see a diverse selection of boards, each distinctly designed for 

different riding styles and performance features. Whether you’re a high-flying freestyle fanatic, an 

upwind master or a mellow weekend warrior, we’ve got the right board for you. 

CONSTRUCTION 

Slingshot twin tips are hand crafted out of all wood cores. We use sustainably grown Paulownia, which gives the 

lively, springy character that Slingshot boards are famous for. Our vertically laminated construction harnesses the 

collect strength of the wood’s grain and provides strength, durability and consistent flex over the life of the board.

As an added layer of protection, we finish every board with a full urethane rail to protect from inevitable mishaps 

and impacts with hard objects. We’ve added vibrant urethan colors give the visual pop distinct to Slingshot.

CARBON BEDROCK INSERTS 

One of many Slingshot innovations, our carbon-reinforced inserts have proven to be the lightest, strongest and 

most flexible we’ve seen yet. These new inserts, introduced on our 2017 lineup, reduce overall board weight, 

increase pull strength and allow for a more consistent flex under foot.

BASE LAYUPS 

A proper base thickness is an important detail in selecting the board that’s best for you, and we offer something 

for everyone in our 2018 lineup. A thick layup will give more durability for kickers, sliders, rails and other hard 

objects, while a thinner layup means less overall weight.

Layups are as follows: Refraction (Sam Light pro) - .7mm DuraSurf base; Asylum, Karolin Pro, Misfit - .4mm standard 

base

AIR CORE
The new Misfit Air Core features large sections of thermally welded Koroyd in the tip, tail, and lengthwise 

underfoot. The result: a lighter, more responsive board with the same strength and flex as a full wood core. 

1

2

3

M I S F I T  A I R  C O R E  D E T A I L S  C O N T .

LENGTH

136 CM 40.5 CM  /  33.5 CM (T/T) 31 MM 120 — 185  LBS 6.15  LBS STANDARD 0.2 MM 4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) SYMMETRICAL G-10 FIN

142 CM 42 CM  /  34.5 CM (T/T) 32 MM 145 — 210  LBS 6.6  LBS STANDARD 0.2 MM 4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) SYMMETRICAL G-10 FIN

146 CM 43.5 CM  /  35 CM (T/T) 34 MM 190 LBS + 7.1 LBS STANDARD 0.2 MM 4 X 2” ( 5.08 CM ) SYMMETRICAL G-10 FIN

WIDTHS ROCKER RIDER WT. BOARD WT. BASE FINS

FLEX
SOFT STIFF

POP
MORELESS

UPWIND DRIVE
MORELESS

PERFORMANCE
WAKESTYLEFREERIDE

RIDER PROFILE
AGGRESSIVECASUAL

4





D U A L L Y

A good set of foot straps should not be underestimated. Without 

a secure and comfortable connection to your board, your whole 

kiteboarding experience is limited. The 2018 Dually is the result of 

more than 15 years of progression. We’ve tried different shapes, 

textures, materials and closure systems over the years and have 

found the perfect blend of versatilit, comfort, and control.



+  Perfect fit w/ four-point micro-adjustment straps & velcro closure

+  Longer sessions, happier feet w/ ergonomically-designed footbeds

+  Great binding for booties: fits large feet, straps down tight 

+  Cushy comfort on tough landings

+  Freestyle friendly

+  Super secure, grippy texture & toe ridges help keep the board on  
    the board on your feet without strain

SKU# 18381005

PRECISION FIT  
HIGH-PERFORMANCE

SIZES:

4 - 12 US  /  22.5 - 27.9 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  DUALLY BINDING 

+  UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

DUALLY HIGHLIGHTS DUALLY CHARACTERISTICS

DUALLY RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the Dually if you want to maximize your session by harmonizing your connection with the board 

and water. Our goal is to get you in the right stance and keep you there comfortably for your entire session. 

 

One ride on the Duallys and you’ll never want to go back to regular footpads again. Designed to fit any foot on 

any board, the Duallys are the result of more than 15 years of Slingshot innovation. We once again revamped 

the Duallys for 2018. They feature a new softer foam on top of your foot with a smoother and more plush 

neoprene resulting in a more ergonomic and comfortable ride. The result is a footstrap that will lock down 

tight, hold firmly in place and leave you walking away pain-free after a long day on the water. For precision fit, 

the Dually features a four-point adjustment system that allows for independent tightening at the front and 

rear of the pad. They also feature a rotating base plate that allows riders to customize their stance to their 

desired angle.

UNIT

US UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

EURO UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

U.K. UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

CM

4 - 12

37 - 44

3.5 - 10.5

22.5 - 27.9 UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

SIZING HARDWARE

D U A L L Y



B O L T  -  O N

Proven and tested, if you are looking for dependability and durability 

look no further than the classic Bolt - On. With single strap velcro 

versatility this pad and strap combo is the simple and logical choice 

for the everyday kiteboarder. There is a reason this board connection 

system has stood the test of time. 



+  Quick & easy on-the-fly adjustment

+  Solid, locked-down feel: strap mounts directly to the board

+  Ride longer, stay comfortable w/ cushy straps & footbed

+  Great for booties, synch them down tight as you ride.

B O L T - O N
SKU# 16381006

SUPERIOR COMFORT  
GREAT VALUE

SIZES:

4 - 11 US  /  22.5 - 27.9 CM

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  BOLT-ON BINDINGS 

+  UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

BOLT-ON HIGHLIGHTS BOLT-ON PERFORMANCE

BOLT-ON RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the Bolt-On if you want to maximize your comfort and value while experiencing a solid, locked-in 

connection that only the unique adjustment straps of the Bolt-On offer; giving you better touch on the water. 

 

Super grippy toe ridges, cushy EVA footbeds and easy on-the-fly adjustment highlight the 2016 Bolt-Ons. With 

the adjustment strap located on the exterior of the Bolt-Ons, they can be tightened or loosened conveniently 

while on the water, to achieve the desired locked-down feel without disrupting a session. The Bolt-Ons also 

feature an ergonomic, high-cushion foot strap for a comfortable hold and an overlapping Velcro closure 

system that prevents loosening while riding. The mounting plates feature five adjustment positions for fine-

tuned stance options. 

UNIT

US UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

EURO UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

U.K. UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

CM

4 - 11

37 - 44

3.5 - 10.5

22.5 - 27.9 UNIVERSAL M6 MOUNTING HARDWARE

SIZING HARDWARE





S U R F B O A R D S

“For us, It has always been about freeriding. And the epitome of 

freeriding has always been in the surf. We want to explore the outer 

reef, the reeling point break, and the dumpy shore pound. Beers, 

waves, and friends; That might as well be our mission statement.”

 - Matt Gustafsen (R+D Manager)



+  Super versatile shape ideal for all conditions 

+  The one-board quiver

+  Classic thumb tail provides all-around performance

+  Stability, agility w/ stout body, curvy outline

+  Trusted all-around shortboard shape 

+  Carbon stringers and tail provide durability

C E L E R I T A S
SKU# 18210

CLASSIC ALL-AROUND  
SHORTBOARD

SIZES:

5’6”  X  18 1/2”  X  2 1/4” 

5’8”  X  18 1/2”  X  2 1/4” 

5’11”  X  20 1/4”  X  2 3/8”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  CELERITAS SURFBOARD 

+  3 X 4.75” ( 12 CM ) REACTOR FCSII FIN SET-UP

CELERITAS HIGHLIGHTS CELERITAS PERFORMANCE

CELERITAS OVERVIEW

The Celeritas is like your favorite pair of underwear. It’s comfortable, reliable and versatile.  You trust it to 

feel good no matter what conditions you encounter during the day. This is the most popular surfboard in 

our lineup, and for good reason. The Celeritas is a classic short board shape prized for its performance and 

versatility since before kiteboarding was even a sport. 

The Celeritas features a stout body, curved outline, mild rocker that blends from the center to the tail. It’s 

a stable ride that planes easily and has good upwind and light wind performance. For 2017, we’ve updated 

the classic thumb tail with a wing, which frees up the tail for a more snappy feel during turns. Large carbon 

stringer patches on the top and bottom give the board strength where it’s needed while keeping overall 

weight down. Additional carbon on the tail prevents breakage from heel impact.



LENGTH

5’ 6” 18  1/2” 2  1/4” 7.3  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

5’ 8” 18  1/2” 2  1/4” 7.5  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

5’ 11” 20  1/4” 2  3/8” 

23.75 L 

26 L 

32.4 L 

100 — 155  LBS

120 — 185  LBS

145 — 205  LBS 7.75  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS

C E L E R I T A S  D E T A I L S

VERSATILE THREE-FIN CONFIGURATION 

Provides solid all-around drive, grip and control 

 

FCSII FINS  

Keyless fins click in/out quickly and easily. No tools required. 

REAR INSERT 

Extra footstrap insert located far back on the tail for super slashy performance.   

 

DIAMOND-GRIP DECKPAD 

Refined deckpad provides just the right amount of grip and comfort.  

LIGHTWEIGHT, DURABLE SLINGSHOT CONSTRUCTION  

The Celeritas features a rugged EPS core, reinforced glass, carbon integration and high-end bamboo laminate 

finish that results in high-performance, light weight and trusted durability.   

FOOTSTRAPS  

For riders who like the locked-in performance of riding with straps, inserts are installed at the midsection and 

along the tail. A total of ten insert options your front foot and 11 in the back mean you can dial in your stance 

exactly how you like it.

1

2

3

4

5

6 ( SOLD SEPERATELY )

UPWIND
DRIVE MORELESS

TRACKING
MORELESS

VERSATILITY
MORELESS

AERIAL
MORELESS

TURNS
MORELESS

LIGHTWIND
MORELESS



+  Excels in marginal wind and wave conditions

+  All-around freeride performance

+  Our best choice for strapless freestyle 

+  The most buoyant board in our lineup

+  Carbon stringers and tail provide durability 

+  Updated tail shape yields more snap and pivot 

A N G R Y  S W A L L O W
SKU# 18218

MODERN ALL-AROUND  
PERFORMANCE

SIZES:

5’2”  X  17 11/16”  X  2 1/4” 

5’4”  X  18 5/16”  X  2 3/8” 

5’6”  X  18 1/2”  X  2 3/8”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  ANGRY SWALLOW SURFBOARD 

+  3 X 4.75” ( 12 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

ANGRY SWALLOW HIGHLIGHTS ANGRY SWALLOW PERFORMANCE

ANGRY SWALLOW OVERVIEW

An all-around board loved for its ability to make mushy waves and marginal wind still worth a beer afterward, 

the Angry Swallow excels where other boards fall short. It’s based on Slingshot’s snub-nosed T-Rex profile, 

which reduces front-end swing weight and gives the feeling of a full-volume board in a shorter, more 

maneuverable package. 

The Angry Swallow features a parallel rail outline, which adds surface area for better performance in marginal 

conditions. An updated swallow tail shape gives the board tighter and snappier turns and helps it stay in front 

of mushy waves. As the highest volume board in our lineup (relative to length), the Angry Swallow provides 

added stability, wind range, upwind ability and, for advanced riders, stability for progressive freestyle. 

Large carbon stringer patches on the top and bottom give the board strength where it’s needed while 

keeping overall weight down. Additional carbon on the tail prevents edge cracking from heel impact. 



A N G R Y  S W A L L O W  D E T A I L S

VERSATILE THREE-FIN CONFIGURATION 

Provides solid all-around drive, grip and control 

 

FCSII FINS  

Keyless fins click in/out quickly and easily. No tools required. 

REAR INSERT 

Extra footstrap insert located far back on the tail for super slashy performance.   

 

DIAMOND-GRIP DECKPAD 

Refined deckpad provides just the right amount of grip and comfort.  

LIGHTWEIGHT, DURABLE SLINGSHOT CONSTRUCTION  

The Angry Swallow features a rugged EPS core, reinforced glass, carbon integration and high-end bamboo laminate 

finish that results in high-performance, light weight and trusted durability.   

FOOTSTRAPS  

For riders who like the locked-in performance of riding with straps, inserts are installed at the midsection and 

along the tail. A total of ten insert options your front foot and 11 in the back mean you can dial in your stance 

exactly how you like it.
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3
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6

LENGTH

5’ 2” 17  11/16” 2  1/4” 22.9 L 7.3  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII FIN SET-UP

5’ 4” 18  5/16” 2  3/8” 25.8 L 7.8  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII FIN SET-UP

5’ 6” 18  1/2” 2  3/8” 26.8 L 

100 — 155  LBS

120 — 185  LBS

145 — 205  LBS 8  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII FIN SET-UP

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS

UPWIND
DRIVE MORELESS

TRACKING
MORELESS

VERSATILITY
MORELESS

AERIAL
MORELESS

TURNS
MORELESS

LIGHTWIND
MORELESS

( SOLD SEPERATELY )



+  Classic short board shape for dedicated surfers

+  Aggressive heel-toe edging 

+  Ride fast, carve hard, pull into steep waves

+  More snap, more pivot w/ rounded squash tail

+  Best option for hard-charging surfers

+  Carbon stringers and tail provide durability

T Y R A N T
SKU# 18219

SERIOUS 
WAVE BOARD

SIZES:

6’0”  X  18 1/4”  X  2 7/4”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  TYRANT SURFBOARD 

+  3 X 4.75” ( 12 CM ) REACTOR FCSII FIN SET-UP

TYRANT HIGHLIGHTS TYRANT PERFORMANCE

TYRANT OVERVIEW

You take sick days at work when serious swells roll in, and on your way out the door the Tyrant is the 

board you grab. When conditions line up just right for big waves and solid wind, this is the board you 

want underfoot. The Tyrant is a high-performance board best suited for aggressive, down-the-line wave 

riding.

The Tyrant’s slender short board profile is designed for high-powered, high-speed, high-performance wave 

riding. Its rocker profile and rounded squash tail favor aggressive heel-toe edging, snap off the lip and locked-

in bottom turns. Large carbon stringer patches on the top and bottom give the board strength where it’s 

needed while keeping overall weight down. Additional carbon on the tail prevents breakage from heel impact.



LENGTH

6’ 0” 18  1/4” 2  7/16” 7.8  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP26.6 L 100 — 210  LBS

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS

T Y R A N T  D E T A I L S

VERSATILE THREE-FIN CONFIGURATION 

Provides solid all-around drive, grip and control 

 

FCSII FINS  

Keyless fins click in/out quickly and easily. No tools required. 

REAR INSERT 

Extra footstrap insert located far back on the tail for super slashy performance.   

 

DIAMOND-GRIP DECKPAD 

Refined deckpad provides just the right amount of grip and comfort.  

LIGHTWEIGHT, DURABLE SLINGSHOT CONSTRUCTION  

The Tyrant features a rugged EPS core, reinforced glass, carbon integration and high-end bamboo laminate finish 

that results in high-performance, light weight and trusted durability.   

FOOTSTRAPS  

For riders who like the locked-in performance of riding with straps, inserts are installed at the midsection and 

along the tail. A total of ten insert options your front foot and 11 in the back mean you can dial in your stance 

exactly how you like it.
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+  Aggressive all-around high performance

+  Modified thumb tail for more snap and pivot

+  Great for fast down-the-line wave riding

+  Carbon stringers and tail provide durability

+  Edge harder w/ parallel rail outline 

S C R E A M E R
SKU# 18217

MODERN  
HIGH-PERFORMANCE

SIZES:

5’2”  X  17”  X  2 1/4” 

5’4”  X  17 3/4”  X  2 5/16” 

5’6”  X  18”  X  2 5/16”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  SCREAMER SURFBOARD 

+  3 X 4.75” ( 12 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

SCREAMER HIGHLIGHTS SCREAMER PERFORMANCE

SCREAMER OVERVIEW

Built for speed, agility and high-performance handling, the Screamer is a performance-driven animal. Cousin 

to the Tyrant but with our signature T-Rex nose profile, this is a board for aggressive riders who edge hard, 

jump like they’re on a twin tip and desire locked-in heel-toe carving.

The 2018 Screamer features a pulled-in thumb with an updated wing added to give a little more pivot during 

turns. A parallel rail outline and single concave rocker gives the a fast, locked-in feel of a high-performance 

wave board, while the shorter T-Rex nose profile makes for a playful feel for jumping, strapless tricks and 

general freeriding. Large carbon stringer patches on the top and bottom give the board strength where it’s 

needed while keeping overall weight down. Additional carbon on the tail prevents edge cracking from heel 

impact.



LENGTH

5’ 2” 17” 2  1/4” 7.3  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

5’ 4” 17  3/4” 2  5/16” 7.5  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

5’ 6” 18” 2  5/16” 

21.7 L 

23.3 L 

24.7 L 

100 — 155  LBS

120 — 185  LBS

145 — 205  LBS 7.75  LBS 3 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS

S C R E A M E R  D E T A I L S

VERSATILE THREE-FIN CONFIGURATION 

Provides solid all-around drive, grip and control 

 

FCSII FINS  

Keyless fins click in/out quickly and easily. No tools required. 

REAR INSERT 

Extra footstrap insert located far back on the tail for super slashy performance.   

 

DIAMOND-GRIP DECKPAD 

Refined deckpad provides just the right amount of grip and comfort.  

LIGHTWEIGHT, DURABLE SLINGSHOT CONSTRUCTION  

The Screamer features a rugged EPS core, reinforced glass, carbon integration and high-end bamboo laminate 

finish that results in high-performance, light weight and trusted durability.   

FOOTSTRAPS  

For riders who like the locked-in performance of riding with straps, inserts are installed at the midsection and 

along the tail. A total of ten insert options your front foot and 11 in the back mean you can dial in your stance 

exactly how you like it.
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+  New shape for 2018

+  Hybrid high performance short board feel

+  Quad fin and tail shape yield strong back foot performance

+  Quad concave bottom provides grip on rail and locked in turns

+  Carbon stringers and tail provide durability

M I X E R
SKU# 18216

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
QUAD CARVER

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  MIXER SURFBOARD 

+  4 X 4.75” ( 12 CM ) REACTOR FCSII FIN SET-UP

MIXER HIGHLIGHTS MIXER PERFORMANCE

MIXER OVERVIEW

A new addition to our lineup designed by renowned Slingshot mad scientist, Tony Logosz, the Mixer is a 

high-performance quad-fin carver designed to bridge the gap between the classic short board feel of 

the Celeritas and the high-speed down the line performance of the Tyrant.

You’ll be slashing to your heart’s content with the Mixer’s quad-fin configuration and tail profile, which favors 

a more slashy back foot feel than a locked-in carve. The aggressive quad concave bottom profile helps 

channel water for speed and an early plane and provides grip and a locked-in feeling when laying into turns at 

speed. Large carbon stringer patches on the top and bottom give the board strength where it’s needed while 

keeping overall weight down. Additional carbon on the tail prevents edge cracking from heel impact.

SIZES:

5’6”  X  19”  X  2 2/5” 

5’8”  X  19”  X  2 1/3” 

5’10”  X  19.5””  X  2 1/2”



LENGTH

5’ 6” 19” 2  2/5” 7.3  LBS 4 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

5’ 8” 19” 2  1/3” 7.8  LBS 4 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

5’ 10” 19  1/2” 2  1/2” 

23.75 L 

26 L 

32.4 L 

100 — 155  LBS

120 — 185  LBS

145 — 205  LBS 8  LBS 4 X 4.75” ( 12.08 CM ) REACTOR FCSII TRI-FIN SET-UP

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME RIDER WT. BOARD WT. FINS

M I X E R  D E T A I L S

QUAD-FIN CONFIGURATION 

Provides locked-in drive, grip and control 

 

FCSII FINS  

Keyless fins click in/out quickly and easily. No tools required. 

REAR INSERT 

Extra footstrap insert located far back on the tail for super slashy performance.   

 

DIAMOND-GRIP DECKPAD 

Refined deckpad provides just the right amount of grip and comfort.  

LIGHTWEIGHT, DURABLE SLINGSHOT CONSTRUCTION  

The Celeritas features a rugged EPS core, reinforced glass, carbon integration and high-end bamboo laminate 

finish that results in high-performance, light weight and trusted durability.   

FOOTSTRAPS  

For riders who like the locked-in performance of riding with straps, inserts are installed at the midsection and 

along the tail. A total of ten insert options your front foot and 11 in the back mean you can dial in your stance 

exactly how you like it.
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F O I L  R A N G E

“They said one pump was a mistake. They said you couldn’t get 

barelled on a kite. They said a kite with a bridle would never win the 

world championship. They said racing would be the next big thing. 

They said foiling was just another quick trend. Whoever they are, 

they don’t know shit.”





+  User-friendly smooth takeoffs, touchdowns & handling  

+  A board for all conditions, confidence-inspiring 

+  Best board for learning & all levels of foil riding 

+  Adjustable pedestal mount 

+  Aggressive nose rocker: reduces pearling & nose-diving

+  Concaved deck for agile handling w/ subtle movements 

+  Customizable foot strap options

+  Durable, quality construction 

+  Design by legendary shaper Tony Logosz 

A L I E N  A I R
SKU# 17236013

USER-FRIENDLY FREERIDE FOILING

SIZE:

4’8”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  ALIEN AIR FOIL BOARD 

+  PEDESTAL MOUNTING HARDWARE

ALIEN AIR HIGHLIGHTS ALIEN AIR CHARACTERISTICS

The Alien Air returns to Slingshots lineup as a proven 

board for all-around performance and user-friendly 

foiling progression. Featuring robust bamboo laminate 

construction, a concave deck, scooped nose, wide body 

and movable track mounting system, the Alien Air is a 

board that will get you up, foiling and having a blast. 

LENGTH

4’8”  ( 142.2 CM ) 21  1/2”  ( 54.6 CM ) 2  3/4”  ( 7 CM ) 39.4  L 90 MM X 254 MM  ( 9 CM X 25.4 CM )8.5  LBS  ( 3.86 KG )

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME BOARD WT. TRACK MOUNT DIMENSIONS



+  Advanced skate-style shape for playful performance 

+  User-friendly, smooth takeoffs, touchdowns & handling 

+  Next-level foiling performance

+  Adjustable pedestal mount 

+  Customizable foot strap options 

+  Concaved deck for agile handling w/ subtle movements 

+  Full-length deck pad for grip & cushion 

+  Compact for easy travel & transport 

+  Light weight, low profile, durable construction 

+  Design by legendary shaper Tony Logosz 

D W A R F  C R A F T  3 ’ 6 ”
SKU# 17236010

COMPACT FREERIDE FOILING

SIZE:

3’6”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  DWARF CRAFT FOIL BOARD 

+  PEDESTAL MOUNTING HARDWARE

DWARF CRAFT 42” HIGHLIGHTS DWARF CRAFT 3’6” CHARACTERISTICS

Slingshot’s 3’6” Dwarf Craft is designed specifically for 

riders who want a compact and playful foil board that 

resembles a wakeskate underfoot. Constructed from a 

rugged EPS core, with inlaid stringers and a fiberglass 

wrap, the Dwarf Craft is light and low profile, making 

this a great option for experienced riders looking for a 

high-performance but minimalist setup.

LENGTH

3’6”  ( 106.7 CM ) 18”  ( 45.7 CM ) 2  3/16”  ( 5.3 CM ) 19.3 L 90 MM X 254 MM  ( 9 CM X 25.4 CM )6.8  LBS  ( 3.08 KG )

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME BOARD WT. TRACK MOUNT DIMENSIONS







+  User-friendly, smooth takeoffs, touchdowns & handling  

+  Confidence-inspiring in all conditions 

+  Adjustable pedestal mount 

+  All-around performance: progress w/ but never outgrow 

+  Customizable foot strap options 

+  Concaved deck for agile handling w/ subtle movements 

+  Full-length deck pad for grip & cushion 

+  Light weight, low-profile, durable construction 

+  Design by legendary shaper Tony Logosz 

D W A R F  C R A F T  4 ’ 6 ”
SKU# 17236011

ALL-AROUND FREERIDE FOILING 

SIZE:

4’6”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  DWARF CRAFT FOIL BOARD 

+  PEDESTAL MOUNTING HARDWARE

DWARF CRAFT 4’6” HIGHLIGHTS DWARF CRAFT 4’6” CHARACTERISTICS

Slingshot’s 4’6” Dwarf Craft is a light, agile and user-

friendly board designed for all-around freeride foiling. It’s 

constructed from a rugged EPS core, with inlaid stringers 

and a fiberglass wrap and features moderate front-end 

rocker, beveled rails, mild concave, foostrap mounts for 

two or three strap configurations and a sliding track 

mounting system for a great all-around ride you can dial 

in to your preferences. 

LENGTH

4’6”  ( 137.1 CM ) 18”  ( 45.7 CM ) 2  1/4”  ( 5.7 CM ) 25.2 L 90 MM X 254 MM  ( 9 CM X 25.4 CM )8.2  LBS  ( 3.72 KG )

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME BOARD WT. TRACK MOUNT DIMENSIONS



+  Advanced board built for speed and efficiency

+  Super light all-carbon construction

+  Race-caliber board for riders who know what they’re looking for

+  Great board for distance riding

+  Textured deck provides extra traction

H Y P E R M I L E R
SKU# 17236012

HIGH-PERFORMANCE CARBON SPEEDSTER 

SIZE:

4’8”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  HYPERMILER FOIL BOARD 

+  PEDESTAL MOUNTING HARDWARE

HYPERMILER HIGHLIGHTS HYPERMILER CHARACTERISTICS

Labeled the “Hot Rod” of our lineup, the Hypermiler is a 

sleek, full carbon board designed for high-performance, 

high-speed foiling. This is a board for advanced riders 

who want to go fast, carve hard upwind and cover 

long distances. The Hypermiler’s slender outline and 

aggressively beveled edges allows for maximum lean 

without the board touching the water. A textured deck 

replaces the deckpad to save weight and provide extra 

grip for aggressive riders who need the extra traction. 

LENGTH

4’8”  ( 142.24 CM ) 18”  ( 45.7 CM ) 2 ”  ( 5.1 CM ) 24.5 L 90 MM X 254 MM  ( 9 CM X 25.4 CM )7.75  LBS  ( 3.5 KG )

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME BOARD WT. TRACK MOUNT DIMENSIONS







+  Soft EVA foam covers entire deck and rails

+  Designed for user-friendly foil progression

+  Longer length helps get you up and going

+  The ideal board for learning or teaching

+  Soft top helps protect you from crashes

SKU# 17236015

EXTRA CUSHION, EXTRA SAFE

SIZE:

5’6”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  SIMULATOR FOIL BOARD 

+  PEDESTAL MOUNTING HARDWARE

SIMULATOR HIGHLIGHTS SIMULATOR CHARACTERISTICS

Covered in a thick EVA layer, the Simulator is a user-friendly board designed specifically for safer 

entry-level foil progression. As you try foiling for the first time, and experience your first crashes, you’ll 

quickly appreciate the forgiving feel and cushy padding that covers the top and rails of the board. You’ll 

also appreciate the extra length and buoyancy of the Simulator; it will help you get up and going and 

makes the first stage of bouncing up and down on the water much more forgiving.

Once you’ve progressed beyond the first learning stages, the Simulator remains a fun freeride board 

you can use to practice transitions, toeside riding, jumping and more aggressive carving. The padded 

top and extra volume will come in handy through every stage of your progression.  

It’ll also come in handy when you’re asked to teach friends and family.

LENGTH

5’6”  ( 167.6 CM ) 20”  ( 50.8 CM ) 2 1/8”  ( 5.4 CM ) 36 L 90 MM X 254 MM  ( 9 CM X 25.4 CM )10  LBS  ( 4.54 KG )

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME BOARD WT. TRACK MOUNT DIMENSIONS

S I M U L A T O R



+  Surf and foil with the same board

+  The perfect choice for traveling

+  Brings familiar surfboard feel to foiling

+  Versatility without compromising performance

+  Based on all-around Angry Swallow surfboard shape

C O N V E R T E R
SKU# 17236014

DUAL-SPORT CROSSOVER

SIZE:

5’4”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+  CONVERTER FOIL BOARD 

+  PEDESTAL MOUNTING HARDWARE

CONVERTER HIGHLIGHTS CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS

Built around our popular Angry Swallow surfboard, the Converter is a one-board-for-all platform that 

features an inlaid track mount for foiling and a click-in three-fin FCSII setup for surfing. This allows 

riders to choose or switch easily between foiling and surfing with the same board. For surfing, the 

Converter is a proven shape that riders love for its all-around versatility. For foiling, riders appreciate 

the familiar feel they get from a surfboard shape instead of a dedicated foil board. 

Whether you’re a traveler who doesn’t have room for two boards or you want to save a little money by 

buying one board instead of two, the Converter strikes the perfect balance between convenience and 

versatility, without compromising performance.

LENGTH

5’4”  ( 167.6 CM ) 18 5/16”  ( 46.5 CM ) 2 3/8”  ( 6 CM ) 26 L 90 MM X 254 MM  ( 9 CM X 25.4 CM )8.5  LBS  ( 3.85 KG )

WIDTH THICKNESS VOLUME BOARD WT. TRACK MOUNT DIMENSIONS



+  User-friendly foil you can learn on but won’t outgrow

+  Agile & playful foil that planes early & has a medium top-end speed

+  Durable aluminum, composite construction

+  Segmented design for easy set-up & breakdown

+  Foil in shallower water w/ four different mast lengths to choose from

+  Affordable replacement parts if needed

+  Now available in three fun & safe colors

HOVER GLIDE NF2 HIGHLIGHTS HOVER GLIDE NF2 CHARACTERISTICS

HOVER GLIDE NF2 RIDER PROFILE

You’ll love the Hover Glide if you’re looking for incredibly stable foil with a medium top-end speed and a solid 

all-around feel. It can be mounted on any of Slingshot’s foil-specific boards.

Durable, Affordable Freeride Foil: The Hover Glide is an all-around freeride foil with a versatile performance 

profile and aluminum and composite construction, making this the most well-rounded and robust foil on the 

market. The Hover Glide is also the exclusive foil for Slingshots progressive multi-mast Foiling Flight School 

program. Masts of varying lengths can be purchased individually or as a package and paired with the Hover 

Glide for user-friendly foil progression. With the Hover Glide, you gain access to the highly-effective Foiling 

Flight School program.

H O V E R  G L I D E  N F 2
SKU# 17236001 - GREEN 
SKU# 17236002 - ORANGE 
SKU# 17236003 - YELLOW

USER-FRIENDLY FREERIDE 
& FOILING FLIGHT SCHOOL

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

+ MAST, PEDESTAL & FUSELAGE  

+ FRONT & REAR WINGS 

+ ALL HARDWARE & SHIM 

+ CUSTOM TRAVEL BAG

35.5”  /  93 CM 11.46 LBS  /   5.2 KG29.5”  /  75 CM

COMBINDED  
TOTAL WEIGHT 
(WITHOUT TRAVEL BAG)

FUSELAGE 
OVERALL  
LENGTH

HEIGHT OF 
MAST &  
FUSELAGE



+  Industry’s only learn-to-foil mast package

+  Start short, increase in length as your skills improve

+  Learn faster and safer than with a full-size mast

+  Great for shallow-water locations

+  Less frustration, more fun

FLIGHT SCHOOL HIGHLIGHTS FLIGHT SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS

Foiling Flight School is an exclusive three-mast system that is compatible with Slingshot’s Hoverglide foil. 

Designed to take the pain, frustration and intimidation out of the learning process, Foiling Flight School 

allows newcomers to learn the basics with a shorter, more manageable mast and graduate in length as their 

skills progress. 

This is by far the best learn-to-foil system in kiteboarding. The concept is simple: You wouldn’t learn your very 

first kite skills on a full-sized kite, and now you don’t have to learn to foil on a full-sized mast.

F L I G H T  S C H O O L  M A S T S

15”  /  38.1 CM

24” /  61 CM

30”  /  76.2 CM

HEIGHT OF MAST  
& FUSELAGE

SKU# 16236112 - 15” 
SKU# 16236111 - 24” 
SKU# 16236110 - 30”

USER-FRIENDLY FOILING PROGRESSION

SIZES:  

15”  //  24”  //  30”

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

+ 15” MAST 

+ 24” MAST 

+ 30” MAST

TAXI 15” 
STAGE

TOUCH & GO 24” 
STAGE

SOLO 30” 
STAGE



+  Sleek carbon foil for high-end freeride performance 

+  Fast, agile and responsive- great for aggressive riders

+  Change components, change performance with modular system

+  Segmented design for easy set-up & breakdown

+  Super stiff, light weight high-modulus carbon construction

+  Early takeoff, stable at slower speeds 

GHOST WHISPER HIGHLIGHTS GHOST WHISPER PERFORMANCE

GHOST WHISPER CONSTRUCTION

The Ghost Whisper features high-modulus carbon mast and wings. The mast and mounting pedestal are 

one single piece, which eliminates a connection point and reduces potential vibration between separate 

components. The fuselage is made from sturdy aluminum, which allows for a strong, precision fit with the 

multiple wingsets in the Ghost Whisper’s modular system. The mast and fuselage attach with the industry 

gold standard keylock connection. 

The Ghost Whisper is the newest edition to Slingshot’s rapidly expanding foil lineup. This sleek carbon foil is 

fine-tuned for all-conditions riding and aggressive freeride performance. As a testament to the commitment 

Slingshot has to developing the most comprehensive foil lineup in kiteboarding, the Ghost Whisper features a 

modular design and sturdy aluminum fuselage that allows riders to change wingsets to achieve dramatically 

different performance characteristics. Buying into the Ghost Whisper foil is an investment in an evolving 

program, not just a single product.

G H O S T  W H I S P E R
SKU# 17236004

HIGH END
FREERIDE/FRESSTYLE

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

+ MAST, PEDESTAL & FUSELAGE  

+ FRONT & REAR WINGS 

+ ALL HARDWARE 

+ CUSTOM TRAVEL BAG

42.125”  /  107 CM 6.8 LBS  /   3.08 KG27.5”  /  70 CM

COMBINDED  
TOTAL WEIGHT 
(WITHOUT TRAVEL BAG)

FUSELAGE 
OVERALL  
LENGTH

HEIGHT OF 
MAST &  
FUSELAGE






